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Living in a Sleeper World…”Surviving the Satellite reality, and Oblivion”  

 

So, this is for some friends, who appreciate the comfort knowing they are not alone being aware 

of the space cameras, while all the people carry on their lives trying to do what they do, being watched 

and studied the entire time…my friends in high places know me, and I am quiet about talking with friends 

through music and these harmless expressions, so  much love to them for helping…we’re here together 

Guys…this was the point of our little website in the first place…being “aware” is a different life, because 

everything basically revolves around this knowledge…Knowledge build or destroy…self  motivation, self 

discipline and love…God is love…1
st
 John 4:16 (God abides in us as we love…but know our limits, and 

don’t let someone in our life put too much of a strain on your anything…people make choices to take on 

new relationships or liabilities, it’s not your responsibility to carry the new pressure…for real…let’s not 

forget…me too…we need us happy…put your oxygen mask on 1
st
 Bub) “Take a breath to breath, no 

(Running game) play by play…L’livin’ through a rhyme…not everyone “knows” the right person, looks 

the part, or “fits the mold” to make big money…saving for retirement in the States is the main thing I 

think about being the issue, but we pray family helps eachother…there’s lots of creative people in the 

world…and believe it or not…social welfare? (Europe examples) Besides, so many of us have a 

“disability”, or space camera awareness…just survivin’ along…peace… 

So, a 1
st
 quick note to address any “Square/Cash is king” criticism of me, saying “but wait a minute loose 

change!”… We say  “Wait a minute your self”!  our friends, with the markets changing and computers 

making human jobs obsolete, and boom and bust financial crimes happening at closer intervals, are you 

really going to turn the thing into a Blue against Red, when the initial point of  “B” was to create 

peace????…Maybe we might have to call it the enemy for a quick minute, and say Psalms 35:19 (Haters 

wrongfully winkin’ their eye hatin’ with no cause) God wins…Heard of Psalms? Look it up…that’s 

where “B” came from, that’s where it’s goin’…The concept of Ian is about love…”Gotta be 

somebody!”..don’t try to bite God’s statement and strong arm it…let’s move along folks…don’t put the 5 

and 2 on me…or fine, it’s 5 and all of us doubles then…what about him, and him over there, what did he 

have to learn about the trade offs in life…?  and  for that matter all the Ladies who got sompn’ ta say… 

no disrespect to all the artists sayin’ they peace..that’s Hiphop…Righteous Bold as a Lion…we are all 

learning and transforming…if it wasn’t for y’all, I wouldn’t have made it this far  Iron sharpens 

iron…Peace… 

Also…Know that the subject they are still having a running game about, had a Mom (God bless her 

soul...I am in touch with her ) who promised that her child would never study something creative or 

“end up” like those “other kids”…I know what the Psychology was, because I was there to hear it…great 

idea, but as you can see it’s life trade off (always a trade off) outcome created a highly watched Running 

Game participant that is still not “unplugged” like our team, which includes originators of the entire “B” 

game in the first place…so wwwwwhat in the world, do they think they are going to get away with…the 

truth is staring us right in the face, and the neeeerve of them…diiiiisgusted with that junk…we need to all 

work together…!  
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O.k. so, that’s enough of that part…so being “aware”, and living in a sleeper world requires an 

ongoing perspective because most people will project their paradigm of “couple’s life”, or their routine on 

to us, when we are simply trying to find peace one moment/day at a time…also, we have to be careful not 

to project our life/paradigm onto them…so we co-exist, and be happy with the interaction…livin’ through 

a rhyme, turnin’ up the cultural, 1love, respectfully reflect, don’t consent to be caught in a crisis….and 

God is good. Romans 8:28 

 

Cool Guys, I hope that helps, I know I’m not the “expert”, but ya know… 

 

Livin’ thru a rhyme…that’s Hiphop…keep peacin’ 1.. 

 

 

 

 Love yourself, 

self discipline, motivate, peace, keepin’ on..1 

 
 


